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Read tfte foliowing parap,raph ano &nsw,)r the .4lrestions giv::t be,ow.

The Intemet is an increasingly important part of everyday life for people around thr: world. The

Internet is a global network of billions of computers and other electronic devices. Wilh the

Internet, it's possible to access almost any information, communicate with anyone else in the

world, and do much more. As such, its contents must be searched according to the rules of

computer database searching. Much database searching is based on the principles of Boolean

logic. Boolean logic refers.to the lolical relationship among search terms. If we tal<e the time to

understand the basics of Boolean logic, certainly we will have a better chance of search suocess.

Search engines tend to h;t./,: a default Boolean logic. This mear's that the space between multiple

searcir ierms defaults lo cither OR logic or AND logic. It is impeiative that we k.now which

logical operator is the default. Boolean searching is a way to use combinations of words in

search eng,nr.:: tc linrit lnd/,:: specify the resrtlts one gets. Without these "Boolean operators,"

one tends !o get literally millions of pointless results.

[Evans, W.A., I994. Web searching techniques and information retrieval. Information

processing and management, 7 (2),147'1681
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l.l What is lntemet?

(10 marks)
1.?. Why we shouid use the techniques for searching lntemet?

1.4 Which Boolean oPerator You use ;

( 5 marks)

To combine keywords:

To combine synonyms:

To exclude some terrns:.. . . '
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,ooleanoperatorswhicharemostlyusedinsearchengines'(5marks)
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1.5 Vlhat is a web search engine?

( i 0 rrrarks)

1.6 Briefly explain the following.

fi5 rrarks)

,'v,ei:e, search Engine:

t-ioogle scholar search engine:

Open access information sources:

l.'i Wfuat type of method (Harvard/ Vanoouver) it is according to the author's original text

given above.

(5 marks)
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1.8 Suppose you are writing an article on "Web Searching Techniques". Develop a sentence that

incoryrorates information from the first sentence of the above paragraph as direct quotation

according to the following methods.

Flarvard method (10 marks)

Vancouver method (10 marks)

1.9 A researcher involves with a study on o'leadership and management skills of nurses in Sri

[,anka". In the literature survey, he/she wishes to use Boolean logic to find more peer reviewed

literature on Internet.

(10 marks)a. What is meant by literature survey?

...r.i..

[1"'rtt"""""

b. Design search expression in Boolean logic to satisry his/trer requirements. (10 marks)
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